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Swimming -the ability of a vehicle to negotiate a water obstacle by propelling itself across, without contact with the bottom.
3.
Amphibian -a vehicle designed to be both water craft and land vehicle.
4.
Froude Number -(F = -ratio between inertial and gravitati A forces in a fluid. It is composed of the velocity of the vehicle, the wetted length, and the acceleration of gravity.
5.
Reynold Number -(R 0 = V) -ratio between Inertial and frictional forces in a fluid. It contains the density and viscosity coefficient of the fluid medium, a characteristic length and its speed.
6.
Shroudany of various outer coverings designed to alter original vehicle geometry and/or water flow boundaries around a vehicle's wheels.
7.
Side Plate-a smooth, thin, flat piece of any material of uniform thickness, used to control water flow by minimizing lateral boundary losses.
0.
End Deflector -a smooth, curved surface developed to transform the lifting tangential forces of a rotating wheel to positive components of thrust.
9.
Wheel Pants-a semi-circular, fixed, outer wheel covering used to redirect the negative momentum components of a rotating wheel to positive components of thrust. 
9
One-eighth scale model of the 5-ton Cargo 25 Truck with semi-circular wheel pants . . .
10
One-eighth scale model of the 5-ton Cargo 26 Truck with optimum combined shrouding .
11
Increased model velocity through shrouding 20 plotted as a family of curves , ....
12
Effect of tire tread on water propulsion . 30 The problem at hand was to determine if the measured maximum water velocity of the XM-453 is the "optimum" that can be obtained when using only wheels for propulsion; and, It then follows that in order to obtain thrust in a particular radial direction, the symmetry must be destroyed in such a way that flow and, therefore, fluid momentum is reduced in the opposite direction. 
VM' T
The Froude Number corresponding to this velocity is:
The (Figure 9 ). Two of these wheel pants on the rear wheels only provided a 13% increase in water speed.
Covering the four rear wheels provided a 32% increase in vehicle water speed. A 42% increase in vehicle water speed was 24 obtained when the six rear wheels were housed in these pants.
With all eight wheels covered, an increase of 51% above the unshrouded condition was obtained. Worn tires were simulated by covering the peripheryonly with tape. Figure 12 , shows that this reduced the performance by more than half in both the most effectively shrouded and the unshrouded case. These test curves strongly suggest that considerably greater gains in speed above the combined shroudIng results, could be achieved by either designing tire and wheel to be more effective impellers or by adding impellers to the wheels for water operation. 
